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Test+EQ+Primo tips for this cycle? Hey! Im putting together a nice stack for this summer cycle. This
will be my third cycle, and Im pretty lean measuring around 7-8% bodyfat on machines and fat caliber
(3spot method). Im cutting before cycle so I can bulk and stay lean throughout the summer on cycle and
then keep bulking post cycle to hopefully. Compounds being run are 750mg test-e/800mg EQ/600mg
primo with 12.5 eod aromasin plus 500iu HCG every week. Was supposed to have a kickstarter of
100mg anadrol but didn't. Been considering getting anadrol anyways or increasing primo for the last 2
months up to 800mg since I have been reading on a lot of threads it being the sweet spot for many.
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Test/EQ/Primo First Cycle Feedback Pharma underworldrec April 16, 2019, 1:22pm #1 Im a 192 lbs, 36
and 5' 11''. I started my first cycle small of 150mm of Primo/EQ/Test every week (one shot every 3
days). Im also taking an estrogen blocker every other day. I havent taken a shot in a few days (on
purpose).

do you guys think the following cycle would be over kill? week 1-10 600 primo ew week 1-14 600 eq
ew week 1-15 750 test c ew week 1-18 aromasin 25ed week 17-21 pct i was wondering if stacking
primo and eq would be a waste? i want to run this cycle over summer and put on lean size. lots and lots
of cycle exp. never used primo though learn here
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I have run 4 Primobolan Depot cycles so far and Iranian Test E accompanied 3 of them. Great combo is
all I can say, all turned out to be extremely successful cycles. Primobolan is a weak androgenic,
however, users know all about its incredible long term anabolic effects, allowing one to maintain more
muscle built during cycle than many other AAS that are supposedly much stronger.
Cycle looks ok. Not a fan of EQ though. For what you are looking for in terms of results, masteron or
primo would be a better choice IMO. Also, if you want to avoid post cycle "crash" simply use HCG
@250iu twice per week on cycle. Use the HCG up to pct but not during.



I've never ran primo, but I've ran
eq but only @400mg. We haven't talked about compounds yet. I've ran tren, test, deca, eq, drol, mast,
var and dbol. I've never had any bad sides except for night sweats on tren. That got brutal! I loved my
last run of test/tren/mast. Very good results just don't like running tren all the time. So, a proper cycle
begins with a front load for the first 2 weeks, goes forward at the normal dosage for the next 8-10 weeks,
allows 1-2 weeks depending on esters use for hormone levels to fall at which time pct starts.

Weeks 1-12 - 500-700 mg/
week Primobolan, 200 mg/week test SOLO PRIMO RUN Weeks 1-12 - 1000 mg/week Primo CRUISE/
CUT RUN WITH ANAVAR, PROVIRON, ECA STACK, TEST Weeks 1-8 - 30 mg/day Anavar, 50 mg/
day Proviron, 100 mg/week Test, ECA stack everyday (ephedrine, caffeine, aspirin) THE EQ KICKER
Weeks 1-2 - 800 mg/week EQ front loaded, 200 mg/week Test her response
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